CTL Innovation Intersession Application Questions

We encourage all who are interested in applying to review the “Program Overview” and review the wide variety of modules past participants have developed. Part participant names and titles of their modules can be found on within the "Past Participant" tab at the top of this page.

- Please describe your knowledge and experience, if any, you have with the flipped classroom approach?
- Please describe a time you experience student resistance to a new teaching approach and how you handled it.
- What topic, unit or focused theme do you plan to incorporate your flip module (accounts for 1-2 weeks-worth of material in a 15-week course)?
- Why is this specific topic a good candidate for the flipped classroom approach?
- Approximately how many students will be impacted by your flipped module within the first year of implementation?
- What experiences, interests, knowledge, and skills would you contribute to colleagues in this program?